Addressing current issues confronting organizations and investors operating in today’s rapidly changing financial environment.

PhD in MANAGEMENT
FINANCE
Insightful research for visionary management

“The PhD program at McGill offers a unique opportunity to engage with superior researchers in the field of Finance and Economics in Montreal. This opportunity, along with the flexible structure of the program enables me to develop, pursue and nurture my research ideas.”

Amir Akbari, PhD
Assistant Professor of Finance,
University of Ontario Institute of Technology

PhD Program in Management

The PhD Program in Management at McGill offers the best of American and European approaches to doctoral studies. We combine structured coursework with student autonomy, and create a cooperative environment between students, faculty, and the four collaborating universities: McGill University, HEC-Montréal (affiliated with Université de Montréal), Concordia University (JMSB), and Université du Québec à Montréal (ESG). PhD students have access to over 520 professors qualified to direct doctoral research, as well as the vast library resources of the four institutions. Courses are offered in English and in French (optional). The multicultural, metropolitan atmosphere of Montreal provides a stimulating research environment with its numerous centres, industrial consortia, and multinational corporations.

Faculty members’ research interests are wide-ranging and cover topics such as:

- Investment management
- Asset pricing
- International finance
- Corporate finance
- Derivatives
- Credit derivatives
- Banking and financial intermediation
- Risk management
- Market microstructure
- Fintech

Typical doctoral level courses:

- Introductory Financial Economics
- Corporate Finance
- Empirical Research in Finance
- Continuous-Time Finance
- International Finance
- Fixed Income Securities Theory
- Corporate Governance*
- Derivatives*
- Advanced Topics in Investment & Corporate Finance*
- Numerical Methods in Finance*

*Offered by Joint PhD Program Universities

Typical support fields:

- Economics
- Econometrics
- Statistics
- Accounting
- Math

Finance

Finance at McGill University’s Desautels Faculty of Management addresses current issues confronting organizations and investors operating in today’s rapidly changing financial environment.

mcgill.ca/desautels/phd

For the most up to date information please visit our website

1 514-398-4060

phd.mgmt@mcgill.ca